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Dorm Improvements Studied

The caliber of on-campus
cast using is currently being
y be amined by Paul Fairbrook,
incing jirector of Housing and Food
a fast, Service, and the newly-formed
smaii (ommittee on Residential
Ps the Environment. "Students want
ocem more single rooms, more pri
God, vacy, more quiet and less strin
linese gent meal requirements," states

Earth
esting

No- 18

Fairbrook.
Although the immediate
objective is to fill the 1800 spaces
in the residence halls to meet the
annual mortgage payments,
Fairbrook hopes to make living
on campus "voluntary, joyous
and less of a hassle."
The first step in improving
living conditions will be to

Acupuncture's Ins, Outs
Detailed By Researcher

tbe

By JOHN LYNCH

Dr. William A. McGarey,
medical director of
the
Association for Research and
Enlightenment,
presented a
series of slides and discussions
m the theory and practice of
acupuncture last Thursday,
March 8, in the Rotunda.
The slides shown illustrated
lie various "entry points" for
acupuncture needles in the
taian body and the reactions
®b techniques have on various
ily ailments.
Concerning the history and
evolution of the acupuncture
wry, McGarey points out that
^puncture treatment is
Philosophically based.
"The
°ese' wbo originated the
, , of acupuncture, tend to
uJ"? why things happen,
Sh philosophy, whereas our
2* insists on utilizing
Uvth'.1C means to explain
•fh ngs happen," he explains.
eeloimJ6 really need to do to
derstand acupuncture is
ng these two approaches,
tehe
teer/iu

•

T

is

ant*
science,
altogether a new

Piousness113.8

°" °Ur

a%['P5itis' intestinal dis• u> and polio are among
C?0US ailments that
[ Ure ^as been found to be
iunphUCCessful
against.
Uized re ha® also been
rpiir, a °cal anesthesia and
Ver for paralysis from
fightin

§ cancer, McGarey

ASUOP
V°TERs'
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Acupuncture "entry points".

renovate the rooms by installing
carpeting and better furniture.
Model rooms in Ritter House
(110-112), Grace Covell (180-182)
and Eiselen House (112) are
being carpeted and refurnished
and will be ready for viewing in
about two weeks.
If the model rooms are
received
with
enthusiasm,
remodeling
could
begin
immediately and many rooms
would be ready for occupancy in
September. A student desiring a
renovated single room would
encounter an additional cost of Gallop to page two for more Pacific Days photos by Greg Simpson.
approximately $50-100.
DORM KITCHENS
In response to student
complaints
about
meal
requirements Mr. Fairbrook
proposes a ten meal plan
including lunch and dinner 5 days
a week. If enough students were
to adopt this plan, Grace Covell
and the Quad kitchens would be
closed on weekends on alternate
semesters. There is a possibility
that kitchen facilities within the
dorms would be expanded to
allow students to prepare their
weekend meals.
When questioned about the
feasibility of financing the
improvements Mr. Fairbrook
responded, "Our total financial
structure depends on filling the
dorm spaces. We can't afford to
remodel and we can't afford not
to."
While Mr. Fairbrook studies
the physical environment, the
newly-formed Committee on
Residential
Environment
(CORE) is investigating ways to
expand the programs within the
dorms to meet student's social

explains that there are mixed
opinions as to acupuncture's
effectiveness. "Some authorities
say you can actually treat, slow,
or cure cancer, through
acupuncture," he states, "while
others say that the most it can do
is relieve the pain involved with
it. Nevertheless, it is important nppHc
THEME DORMS
that we investigate this further.'
The legal aspects involved
with acupuncture have caused
trouble in various states around
the country. McGarey says this is
due to the fact that new concepts
will always " upset" some people
and make them "uneasy and
cautious."
"The Food and Drug
Administration has taken the
position that acupuncture is
dangerous," he mentions, while
the state legal orSan'zabo"f
contend U,aUHs a practicejf
medicine
probably make the final
iUdTcupunctureha had more
S
clinical evidence than anyother
form of treatment," he says
"and the dangers involved are
relatively minor. I've consi
dered that we may never be able
why
to explain how and
acupuncture work,
like
to
be

One suggestion has been to
establish theme dorms whose
residents and staff would share
common interests. Programs
such as an Outward Bound House
and a Creative Arts Hall have
been well-received at other
colleges across the U.S. If there
is enough interest at UOP, the
creation of theme dorms is one
possible way to generate a
communal living situation.
Far from splintering the
campus Mr. Williams, Dean of
Men* hopes that theme dorms
^'d
would broaden
broaden a studen,.s
exposure and be an enriching
experience. "We want to help
everyone on campus find his or
her niche," Williams explained.
Interested students are
invited to submit their ideas to
the committee through the
offices of the deans. As Dean
Williams commented, "We are
limited, really, only by our own
imaginations.

Proposed Constitution
Approved By Senate

After days of intensive
deliberation, amending,
re
phrasing, and disputing over
various points, the senate voted
unanimously in a meeting March
1, to ratify the proposed
constitution. Craig Cowley, the
principle
author
of
the
constitution, felt that most of the
changes made by the senate were
minor.
The senate voted to cut
salaries for ASUOP officials
across the board.
The
President's salary will be
reduced from 100 to 75 per cent
tuition paid, the Vice-President's
from 75 to 50 percent, and the
editor of The Pacifican from 100
to 75 per cent. They also added a
committee on communications
which will appoint the editors of
The Pacifican.
The
new
document
condenses sixteen pages of
constitution into eight.
The controversial clause
dealing with the apportionment
of senators was approved by the
senate as it stood, which means
every school would have two

senators and every organization
with membership of 100 or over
would be entitled to senate
representation.
Cowley
anticipates that this clause will
be the major cause of opposition
to the constitution.
Some members of COPA still
feel that they will be unjustly
represented in the senate.
Alex Citron, a member of
COPA who has been vehemently
opposed to the new Constitution
said that he would not campaign
against it, but found the
document "completely
unacceptable."
Citron felt that as the largest
school, COP was entitled to at
least 40 to 50 per cent of the total
representation on the senate.
"To have two representatives on
a senate of twenty is an
inequity," added Citron. He
stated he did not believe "COP
should have to work for repre
sentation while other schools are
given theirs."
The constitution
comes
before the
students
on
March 20.

KUOP Funding Questioned
KUOP funding may not be
forthcoming in the 1973-74
university
budget, it
was
disclosed last week. A letter from
President McCaffrey followng
that
proposal
indicated,
however, that university admin
istration will negotiate on the
matter for a one month interim.
During that time professional
advice will be sought including a

representative
from
the
Corporation
for
Public
Broadcasting.
Official spokesmen have
stressed that funding KUOP is
only a small facet of the total
picture facing the university
budget. The final budget report
will be accepted at the Board of
Regents meeting in May.
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Butch Wax and the Glass Packs at the gym Saturday night.

'They do not love
that do not show their love.
William Shakespeare

Choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,
because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee
assures a perfect
engagement diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. There is
no finer diamond ring.

The Phi Tau fire engine heads out in the Pacific Days ceremonies at City Hall.

FOR THE UNUSUAL

ONCE UPON A TIME
ANTIQUES
CHINA - CRYSTAL
FURNITURE - SILVER

Rings from S100-S 10.000
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Crafts
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BATIK
POTTERY

VOTE'

|^ JEWELRY
CANDLES
INCENSE
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet. ,,PUnning_Your fngagement and Wedding" glus
full color folder and 44 p'g. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 254.

LEATHER
PAINTINGS

Nome-

2513 Pacific Ave.

AddressCityStete-

_Co._

"DOWN THE ALLEY'
-Zip-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201
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CONTEST

Pick up entry blank at End Zone!
look at oil rtit voluoble prizet you'll
receive if you enter o winning name for
the "Mystery Flavor" Ice Creoml It's a crazy,
mixed up combination of lovender colored
-strawberry ice cream and orange colored
bonano ice cream with pineapple all the
way through ond nut* to moke it even
nuttier Now, what would you coll that?
Toste it ond Veil utf Cartons of the
"Mystery Flavor" Ice Creom
plus entry blanks and
contest rules ore
ovoiloble wherever
Cornation Ice
Creom is sold.

^sculpture was demonstrated in the Art Department for Pacific

CHANGE
Consider

the

BUT

NEEDS DON'T'

YOUR

"College-Centered"

YOUR
CLASS
RING

Church

U.O.P. STUDENTS

Covenant Church
/j,^e>/U

1720 Oxford Way
^ Largest College-Aged 9:45 A.M. ^
Sunday School Classes in City
^ Evening College Bible Classes, Fellowship
and

Rap Sessions, Sun., Tues., Wed., and Sat.*

Only

Four

Blocks

South

of

Campus 4-

SCHOOL MASCOT
SCHOOL COLORS
PREFERENCE OF STONE
STYLE AND PRECIOUS METAL
PERSONALIZED
HIGHEST QUALITY
FASTEST DELIVERY

T^l

* Worship Services at 11 A.M. and 7 P.M. *
For More Information Call:

Mauery
Hitter

House,

Ph. 462-9485

Rev. Vernon R. Kraft

UOP Alumnus , ph. 464-5160

World's Finest School Rings

BORELLI JEWELERS
on the MIRACLE MILE

2051 Pacific Ava.

GRAND
PRIZE:
Trip to
Disneyland
Win o fobuk>u% vocation for o fomtfy of four' You'd hove
deluxe occommodotK>ns at vh« Disneyfond Motel for three
(3) days ond two (2) night* with meoh included And
there's more' You'd get tickets to every ottrochon
in the Mogc Kingdom

Plus a 1973 Plymouth
"Gold Duster"
We'd oho give you o brond new
so you ond your f omriy con <
to D*neytond m style'

Plus $SOO
Cash

That's nght' You'd oho get SSOO m cosh to cover your travel expense*

200
SECOND PRIZES:
loch winner w«l
receive o GAF
Tolling View
Master with o
special surprise o 3-D color reel
with sound that
takes you on a
tour of
Dtsneyfond

500
THIRD PRIZES:
loch of these
lucky people wid
get four (4)
tickets to "(Xsney
on Forode" when
it comes to the
community
nearest the
winne r % home

March]
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Trees of Strength

Ecological

It is a little known fact that Turlock, California has produced
many an outstanding politician. It was rumored once that Ronald
Reagan. President Nixon. Julian Bond, and Ted Kennedy had family
trees rooted in the Turlock hills. It is within that tradition that Jeff
Gullo grew up. firmly rooted in Turlock. As the years passed Jeff
found his way to UOP and started to grow his own trees within the
ASUOP.
What does a Turlock tree consist of? Many things, first an
experienced tree grower and rooter. A person who can start with
ideas and turn them into realities or real trees, for example the
ASUOP discount booklet, the Fair Housing Board, legal counsel and
the Travel Agency. Also Jeff has been an important contributor in the
formulation of the ASUOP Record Store and Loan Lease Store. Jeff as
Vice-President is a human leader and learner. It's nice to talk about
solutions to problems and issues as other presidential candidates
have done, but as Jeff knows it is another thing to know how to deal
with the system of roots in our university. Jeff has demonstrated to us
through his work and dedication the ability and knowledge to work
with existing root-systems and to start new ones.
If the trees are to grow, each branch of government must receive
the proper nurishment. Juan Luna as Jeff's running mate is well
qualified toguide this growing process and plant a few new trees of his
own. Juan has been President of Elbert Covell College, ASUOP
Senator, and member of the ASUOP Finance Committee.
We ask you to investigate the other candidates, how far do their
roots go? How many trees have they planted? How well do they know
the root-system? As for us, on Tuesday, we are voting for the best
trees around. Jeff Gullo for President and Juan Luna for Vice
President.
Larry Seidman
Bob Siskin

Onward and Upward
Sue Harlan is definitely a together person. If you get the
opportunity to hear her campaign speech, her sincerity becomes
obvious and the intent of her candidacy evident. Harlan will be
elected ASUOP President on March 20, 1973. She will not walk into
Tom White's vacant office and put her feet up on the desk and light up.
What she will do is struggle to overcome the post-election blues, and
then put her intellect and mental muscle to work for the students and
for the University.
Her opponents scream that she has a lack of experience in
ASUOP, but do they tell you that two out of the last four student body
presidents never had a days experience in ASUOP, or that four out of
the last five never held a previous elected post in ASUOP? They will
scream about this because they are scared. They will criticize her to
hide their own deficiencies and lack of concrete accomplishments.
Harlan has nothing to hide, but pleanty to show. Contrast her personal
qualities and experiences with people and the University community
with those of her opponets and the facade of ASUOP experience as a
necessity to understanding students and student government
becomes apparent. It also becomes evident that the only prerequisite
a candidate really needs to be a productive and constructive ASUOP
president is integrity and consistency.
Harlan has been involved in University affairs. She has made
contributions toward combating the tuition crisis, in recruitment and
retention of students, in admissions, and in University forensics. She
is not only liked but respected by the people who know her and who
have experienced her very human and challenging approach to life.
She will not only bring her compassion, intelligence, and enthusiasm
to ASUOP, but her conscientiousness and ability to listen.
Sue is not a political person, and she will not play games with your
$75. Harlan has demonstrated capability and consistency in both
friendships and working relationships. Harlan can admit failure and
learn from her mistakes. She can take criticism, and be self-critical
when others see her as praiseworthy. When she succeeds, Harlan
moves on and does not stagnate in the abyss of conceit. Harlan is not
only a leader but a listener, and as the history of student government
has shown us, the best ASUOP presidents have been those who have
decided with us and not for us.
Harlan does not profess to know everything about university and
student government affairs and, perhaps, she's presently politically
naive to some of the hassles that can plague student-administrative
relationships. But student governments, particularly ASUOP, are a
test of ones intent and credibility, as well as ability. Those who have
failed can be enlightened by a year of reprement. Those who bring a
new perspective, who have demonstrated success and the willingness
to lead and listen should be rewarded by a mandate of the students.
Let us reject the possibility of year of regress, unmet promises, and
political squabbles and call for a year of unparallelled output, quality
in progress, and greater understanding. Sue Harlan is real. Sue
Harlan needs your support, your ideas and your vote.
Tony Vaughn
COP

Review

I'm not usually one to be
writing letters to editors or staff
writers about articles published
in The Pacifican, but I feel in this,
case I have a P0Sltlv[®
contribution to make. I would
like to comment on the article
entitled "Mother Earth's Re
cycled Jokes Don't Stand Test of
Time "

.

To begin with I have no
quarrel with your comments
concerning acting ability, cast
spirit,
or
opening night s
audience reception. I was not
there that night, but on ASUOP
night. I am not an expert on
acting, singing, or audiences, so I
don't feel qualified to judge the
cast's performances.
I would like to say that I feel
that the matter of ecology is not a
movement with ceasing fervor. I
feel that if you go to other
campuses thoughout the USA,
perhaps in state schools you will
find that the ecology movement
is still going strong, and that
UOP is quite an exception among
schools, in many ways besides
just ecology movements. To
make a point, I ask where in
California are fraternities and
sororities as strong as they are
here? Perhaps UOP from an
outsider's point of view would
appear somewhat conservative,
possibly even "straight as an
arrow".
I feel that you have made a
statement concerning ecology
without nearly the background
one needs to make such a general
sweeping statement as you have
done. If you look around you may
find that ecology is no longer the
pet of radical students, odd-ball
college professors, doomsday
sayers,
and
traditional
conservationists, but has become
an everyday word of just about
everyone in the USA.Theecology
movement is so big that it has
even reached a place in Nixon's
government.
I originally saw Mother
Earth performed at UCSB two
years ago, and at that time
thought it had a definite message
to be heard.

Student Apathy

You know, it's pretty damn
funny that you are always
complaining about your student
governments, and yet when we
trv to do something about it you
:—-n nc personally, I'm sick
lgn0rtired of selfish students
and
griping about wasted money and
poor programs.
,
, ,.
If you're so fed up why don t
you get off of your butts and do
something? How come, ifyouare
so upset, only six of you filed for
the ASUOP Senate elections?
How come only twenty percent of
you vote in COPA elections, and
only thirty or forty percent in
ASUOP elections? Do you just
like to hear yourselves yell, or
what?
COPA, this year s popular
scapegoat, finally came out with
a good program; a weekend in
the mountains for only two
bucks, food and transportation
included. And what did you great
gripers do? Not a damn thing.
Over two hundred posters were
put up advertising it, and only
two people-signed up.
Thanks a lot gang. As far as I
am concerned, you can alf take a
flying leap at the moon.
Alex P. Citron

,

Strengthen
Walls
Miss Petersen's y
article on behalf 0f the ,!
proposal omits several
As happened with the nrf"
extension
program*
University
college
proponents have yet to e'stak
the existence of a constitu
so as to ensure the absent*?1
to this institution.
academics of these matters J?
very much in limbo as well
At a time when some*
the University are h"
mandated to make faculty"11
program cuts it seems bothu-f
and irresponsible to enZ
upon new programs,
financial viability (at minimi
seems doubtful. We wouldbetter to strengthen in all wj,
what we already have, and
in these existing areas»
carefully worked out bases.
A private school in finat
trouble cannot - nor
undertake everything coming:
its attention, particularly give
the apparent nature of the*
recent suggestions.

Z

Paul Haita

The ASUOP and Reform

The present ASUOP constitution is bad, but the revised oneupli
vote in this election is not much better. Certainly it is easy to readanu
understand, but the changes only clarify an old and inexcusat.
denial of fair representation by ASUOP.
Allowing two senators for each constituent school in tt
university is fair in that it guarentees a voice for all in the Senate -,
the same time this system gives over-representation to thesma e<
schools.
To counteract this reality, the new constitution would allow
representation of every one-hundred member constituent groif
However, allowing any group a Senator gives larger schools anun ai
advantage in representation.
The United States faced with a similar problem of bringinglar?
and small states together fairly, came up with a comP™'®
constitution. It is incredible that ASUOP sensed the pro ei
representation and did not go to the U.S. Constitution for a mo
government.
.unuidK
it may be argued that a two-house student congress w
more un-wieldy than our present system - but it would guara
democratic and fair government, unlike the one you will endoryou vote for the revised constitution.
m0lf
No one should stand behind a document which allows o
representation but does not make any attempt to
Anyone who belives that students have to earn the right
representation betrays inexcusably elitest disposition.
No one should support a document which, at best, provi ^ .
10 get to the point, some of
unequal representation. Anyone who supports unequal and unc
Mother Earth's jokes may seem
rPHrPSPntatinn Hicnlauc a Hictnrhintflv anti-flpmOCK3tiC 3ttl
"recycled" but I found many of representation displays a disturbingly anti-democcatic
Back to the drawing board
them, too many of them,
We
sympathize
with ASUOP's desire to keep student g
painfully true. I will add that
1
much of the script was updated ment manageable, but suggest that emphasis on fair repress ;;
e
is
more
important.
Consequently,
we
recommend
defeat
oi
t
,
and adapted to UOP audiences,
constitution
as
a
clear
sign
to
ASUOP
to
go
back
to
the
drawing,
which made some of it seem trite,
r
but to me it showed foresight. At and come up with a fair and democratic constitution t°
government.
least the audience could identify
with some of the jokes, for if all
the jokes had been left original,
then perhaps only the people
from Los Angeles might really
Karen Welz
understand the seriousness of the
[ditor-in-Chiel
situation.
I remind you again that there
Don West
Dayna Petersen
is a painfully real world out
features [ditor
News Editor
there, beyond Burns Tower, and
often when the truth is spoken
Pete Shepart
Vicky Chiu
Business Manag'r
about the world out there it is
Production Mjniger
painful, sometimes painful to the
Greg Simpson
point of reducing in one's mind
Nan Brown
Photography
layout (ditor
the reality of life and movements
to improve the quality of life,
Doug Haverty
Jim McCartney
Entertainment I<*'<"
Mark Rotman
Sports [ditor
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" 'Tuition continues to rise.'
Promises of a student union are
unfulfilled.' 'The communica
tion gap has grown' People were
talking about these problems
when I first came to Pacific, and
% are still talking about them
today.
Look at the tuition problem,
tgnt now a tuition increase of
J20°-$25O looks inevitable. What
Presents the tuition from rising

-houj, ® ASUOP organization
a Powerful agency on
his
. /atripus, but now, I feel that
jnjy not- Students make this
soifip Slty> fhey should wield
Power within it.

in

;°ve
the past, student
K'us ment has been mainly
ssser °n soc'al events with a
udp etr,Phasis being put on
niver. relations with
the
cademty personnel
and the
SUop 'C Comrriunity at large. If
an effcetive
Udem 'S t0
government it must

Sue Harlan
Alpha Chi Omega
462-9196
COP
next year and the year after?
Absolutely nothing! A solution
lies in uniting students in private
colleges throughout California in
order to create an effective lobby
for increasing state funds.
"The establishment of a
recreation center and a place to

Steven Kander
4850 Kentifield
951-0281
Raymond

get together is long overdue at
Pacific. Our planned student
union is still in the future,
however funds are available and
could be appropriated for a
temporary student union in the
Anderson Dining Hall.
"Problems exist but I've got
some answers.
"Support Sue Harlan for
President."

dom of operation to remain
unique in each of their own
special ways. We also need a
work with and influence the ad legal aid society with provisions
ministration of the university to take legal action against some
one who won't rent his property
itself.
because you are a student or you
"I would like to place more have long hair.
students on university commit
"ASUOP
has
unlimited
tees to be able to anticipate
potential to be a valuablestudent
important decisions, such as the
alliance,
but
has
not
raise in tuition, and have some
demonstrated the energy to
influence on these decisions. I
utilize this potential. I believe
that
with proper leadership we
"I would like to see the con
can realize this potential."
stituent schools with enough free

Jeff Gullo
1224 Porter Ave.
477-7802
COP
"We are running, as a team,
for the two highest positions in
ASUOP. We bring with us the
experience of an ASUOP Vice
President and a cluster college
President.
"ASUOP has been regarded
and viewed as a tight central
bureaucratic system. As a
matter of fact, its reputation is
very ambiguous. What is the
purpose of student goverment?
"Our purpose as well as top
priority is to unite the students,
i.e., manifest and encompass
their interests. Our desire is to
represent student input because
we feel that our University as a
whole should expand its
existence. We are well aware of
the diversified nature of this
institution
but
we believe
strongly that our philosophy
'Unity is Power' will cause a
change of order.
"The output will result in

Juan Luna
1224 Porter Ave.
477-7802
Elbert Covell College
unifying
the
divisionism,
although
respecting
the
autonomy of each group or
organization. How? A more
expanded student service
program; social events whose
nature must encompass the
student body as a whole; a
Forum on Natl Priorities
programs
representing
the
differences of opinion and seeing
that
our
administration
incorporates
more
student
elements in the decision making
process of the University.
"In order to achieve this unity,
there must exist a knowledge of
facts, a familarity with past
attempts to accomplish this goal,
and above all. a rational mind
which is capable to learn from
past errors and being able to
correct them. Experience is the
only effective weapon in thiscase
and we believe we have it."

\Jofees
neeg

"I want to register as an anarchist."

n
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President

Vice

}
Constitution
' £*•••*•••***********}
Con

Pro

Don Lukacik
256 South/West Hall
462-9942
COP

"A yes vote for tho now
constitution is a vote fol
lower salaries, for broader
senate representation, for
professional secretarial and
business
management,
or
clear-cut lines of authority and
accountability, for an approach
to the future which is flexible and
admits change.
"Probably
the
most
controversial aspect of the new
constitution is its representation
system: every school and college
will receive two senate seats, and
every group of 100 ASUOP
members who choose to organize
will receive one senate seat.
"This dynamic and flexible
system combines the advan
tages of 'representation by aca
demic unit' with 'representation
by population.'
"For the associated student
government to continue to be
creative and forceful, we need to
leave behind laziness, petty
fears, distrusts.
"Let this document be a
reflection of a new tone, a new
era, in UOP student government.
With your vote we can move
forward together."

The Vice Presidential
candidate feels that one of the
major complaints of most
students is that there aren't
enough social events, and that
the position he is seeking was
created to make sure that
students are satisfied.
Lukacik is now serving as a
CO PA Assemblyman. He is also
the COP Director of Institutional
Research and is serving on the
COP Finance Board.
"I would like to see the
budget priorities reassessed," he
commented. "Those things that
benefit the student body as a
whole should be funded first."
He also suggested that all other
allocations should be calculated
and accounted for.
Lukacik is opposing the new
ASUOP Constitution. He feels
that all of the schools should be
allowed another representative
for every 500 students. He also
feels it is redundant to allow any
constituent organization of 100
members to be represented in the
new Senate.
"My major goal is to
increase the social budget from
25 to 40 thousand dollars," stated
Don Lukacik, a COP sophomore
majoring in International
Relations.

"In all fairness to the CODcept of equal representation,
ask you to defeat the new
posed ASUOP Constitution,
der the guise of a 'streamlined
constitution, ASUOP has pro
posed a system of represents,
tion so flexible as to make it over,
complicated and very likely ^
!air.
"With the concept of two
representatives per college,...
(though comprising almost hall
of the student body) could
possibly be outnumbered on the
Senate by up to ten to one.

"I will concede that the slip
ulation for one senator per
organization with 100 members
might produce many additional
COP senators, but then again it
might not. It also seems absurd
that a student could obtain 1
signatures for a 'yo-yo' club, and
then be granted a senate seat.
"This
constitution also
provides unequal representation
for off-campus students, who
have little chance of organizing
into groups. Considering the
number of off-campus students,
it's a rip-off."

Songleoder

Michael Heer
212 W. Fulton
462-9531
COP

A-l Kotzin
Introduces

TOBIAS .
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"I believe in listening to
student leedback," asserted
Michael Heer, ASUOP Vice
Presidential candidate. "I want
to ask students to define the
priorities."
Heer, a sophomore pre-law
major in COP, is presently an |
ASUOP Senator. He has had
«
previous experience in student living groups will be very
The multiplegovernment during his high informative.
choice document is one of the
school years.
"I'm
not basing
my major things that he will rely on
campaign on
any certain to discover what the students
issues," explained Heer, "I want want and the best way that he can
to be involved and the job offers fulfill their needs.
Heer feels that the President
me the potential to help
and Vice-President must work as
students."
He feels that although it is a tight unit to accomplish as
sometimes difficult to obtain much as they can for the student
student opinion, an ASUOP body. He would like to see the
questionnaire that is currently office continue its work on
being circulated in all of the improving student services.
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Louise Oatis
666 Stadium Dr.
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triK F,ontcameto pass, that the
tribe of students doth hold their
annuai ritual for chiefs. And out
of the tribe of COP did emerge a
young punk whose family was of
the house of Rogo. And this little
warrior did come to his people
and proclaim,
Rise, ye students of
learning, oh, that the salvation of
your interests be saved, which
shall come with thy vote. Yea, for
I doth come to my people and
harken to them for their might in
my election."
"And the Lord looked down
and laughed."

Mark Rogo
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

462-9336

COP

Jon Davis
108 Price House 462-9824
Raymond
"I feel that for too long our
university has been divided by
the mystique of the "eucalyptus
curtain."
Students of
the
university seldom- get the
oppotunity to meet, much less to
relate to students of the cluster
colleges. In unity we not only
enrich each other, but are also in
a position to initiate large-scale
innovation.

Mel Panizza
24 W. Swain
477-9492
COP

"Each of us has witnessed
the value of dollars dwindle while
at
the same
time
the
administration of the university

Michael Radovich
311 Price House
462-9128
School of Engineering

"I seek election to the senate because I want to

see an improvement of social services and an
upgrading of the senate.

"UOP has one of the highest student body fees
in the nation. This is caused by several
assumptions held by people who generally hold
office in ASUOP. The first is that if people are
apathetic, it's all right to spend their money to
make them concerned citizens. The second is that
if no one shows up at an ASUOP event it is an
indication that the officers of ASUOP are not
trying hard enough. The third is that organization
and over-all direction tend to improve social life.
"As a bona-fide apathetic student (this is the
first political office I have run for since fourth
grade), I have serious reservations about these
assumptions. I think the reason people do not
attend some ASUOP events is that they have
better things to do with their time.
"I think this is a legitimate excuse and instead
of reacting to this with "Hold on. while I spend
some more of your money to find out what you
want," I think ASUOP should cut out the middle
man and refund the money. This is what I would
like to accomplish as a representative.

I have been here for awhile and it seems that
social services never improve but student
government costs keep rising. It seems that
money is wasted by inefficient budget planning. I
»ant to work in the senate to see that more money
balloted for social services and less for the
administration. After all, it's your $75, not
Thi^K °?C^'

PrestiSe of the senate is low.
ASrn
become a virtual captive of the
lis i pres^ent and no longer serves a more
e ul function than to render righteous opinions
en called upon. I want to change this. I want to
your representative in the senate, not the

^as

Presidents.

torkT^ y°Ur Vote on March 20> so that 1 can
r social services and make student
8Wernment stronger."

is planning a tuition increase. It
should be the goal of ASUOP
programs to grapple with this
problem in a meaningful
manner.
The
student
government must intensify jts
efforts to increase enrollment
and also to find additional
sources of revenue for the
university at large.
"If elected I promise to work
for the unity which must continue
to characterize this university if
it is to contribute meaningfully to
the fulfillment of its individual
members."

Wendy Blecha
1441 Elmwood
948-4582
School of Education

Melanie Kippy
Eiselen House
462-9614
COP

any suggestions or ideas from the
"I would like to see more
students."
activities such as back-packing
"I've
had
previous
trips and
and encouniei
encounter groups -for
trips
pXDerience
in
stuaeni
experience
student
p
the students who are unable to
rnment and feel capable of
KrrtnlrPnfl.^. II
leave campus on the wee en •
the duties of this
fulfiliing
,I were
were etecieu
elected as
as COP
wx senator
"
.. I
office."
wouldj be genuinely
interested^
^ iaialaiMi*n
genuinely
ukc™ —
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All Conference Basketball Stars
Named For Pacific Coast Team
I « U II I vU

Long Beach State; Steve Copp,
LOS ANGELES - Long San Diego State; John Errecart,
Beach State all-America guard- Pacific; Billy Mallory, L.A.
forward Ed Ratleff has been State; a n d Bob Schachter, UCSB.
named to the all-Pacific Coast
Errecart was second team last
Athletic Association basketball
team for the third year in a row, year, also.
and for the second season in
Head basketball coaches of
succession he's been chosen the the seven PCAA schools select
most valuable player.
the squads. Picks are made on
The all-conference squad basis of achievement and not by
which was revealed last week by position, and no honorable
commissioner Jess Hill also lists mention category is included.
Clarence , Allen,
UCSB;
Ratleff's statistics show his
Raymond Lewis, L.A. State; ;
overall
value to the four-time
Jim McCargo, Pacific; Roscoe
conference
titlist Forty Niners.
Pondexter,
Long
Beach
State; and Johnie Skinner, San In PCAA action Ratleff averaged
2 4 . 3 points a game, second only to
Jose State.
Receiving second team Lewis'33 7 and overall he logged
recognition were Rick Aberegg, 23.3 an outing.

Friday, March 16
Golf, vs. Hayward State, there, 1 p.m.
Saturday, March 17
Baseball, vs. Stanislaus State, Turlock, (DH), noon
Track, vs. Stanislaus State, Turlock, 1 p.m.
Tennis (mens), vs. Fresno State, there, 10 a.m.
Sunday, Mar. 18
Hockey, vs. Stockton Blades, Oak Park Rink, 8 p.m.
Monday, March 19
Baseball, vs. Southern Oregon, here, 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, March 20
Baseball, vs. St. Mary's, Moraga, 2:30 p.m.
Golf, vs. Sacramento State, Dry Creek CC. 1 p.m.
Tennis (mens), vs. Sonoma State, Rohnert Park, 2 p.m.
Wednesday, March 21
Tennis (womens), vs. Montana, here 10 a.m.
Tennis (womens), vs. Dominican, here, 3 p.m.

8 Tigers Churn
To NCAA Finals

Tennis Girls
Are Hot

By JIM MCCARTNEY
Eight of the swimmers from
UOP's
PCAA
champion
swimming team will compete in
the NCAA finals next weekend in
Knoxville, Tenn.
The meet will be held on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
of next week and is hosted by the
University of Tennessee.
Those representing Pacific
will be Joe Dietrich, freestyle;
Rick Reeder, freestyle; Rich
Hendricks, distance freestyle;
Bob Love, breast stroke and
I.M.; Steve Lewis, butterfly and
distance free: Dave Kenyon
butterfly and freestyle; and Bob
Hayes and Randy Snider, 400 free
relay.

If you are interested in
being sports editor of The
Pacifican
next year,
contact Jim McCartney at
946-2114.

Dietrich, with a 46.4, and
Reeder, with a 46.7, have the
fastest two times in the nation in
the 100 free and will have plenty
of strong competition from
Olympians John Trembly of
Tennessee and John Murphy and
John Hickox of Indiana.
Dietrich, Reeder, Snider,
and Hayes, are competing in
the NCAA finals for the third
straight year; Hendricks, Love,
and Lewis are making their
second trip, and Kenyon is
making his first appearance in
the nationals.
"Ithinkthe fact that we have
a veteran group will help." said
head coach Bill Rose. "They
won't be
awed by their
surroundings.
"It's hard to come off the
league championships and then
try to prepare for the NCAA
meet, but I think they can do it.''
Pacific is sending a record
eight swimmers to the national
meet.

Main St. Bicycle Supply
Schwinn Built Bicycles
Sales-Parts-Repairs
free parking in rear

also Gitane
739 E. Main
ph. 462-0707

guaranteed bike repairing
at reasonable prices

The "Old Pro" sayi:
The Tennis Shop has
specials — every day, year 'round
CUSTOM STRINGINO by a pro with 33 yoars •*porionco. 1 DAT torvlco. For all your tonnli
naadi, yoar 'round ....

We have the "Whole Thing" in tennis.

the Tennis Shop

704 W. Swain Rd.

The Columbus, Ohio
Ohio, nprodl
shot 49. a per cent from the [jt
his free throwing percentage^
76.4, he averaged 10.3 rebound
contest and contributed /
assists.
McCargo,
„ .
second tea,,
selection last year, was thirdbei
scorer in conference activity
with a 20-point average, and hi,
11.8 rebounds a game led u*
PCAA. He shot 55.6 per cent[J
the field.
Lewis, one of the nation;
leading scorers, and Pondexter
who sparkled in the role of "sj^
man" for Long Beach, are onh
sophomores. ----Allen is
a junior,
junior
~ -

and Skinner, like Ratleff and
McCargo, is a senior.

Franz' Motto:
Safety First

The UOP women's tennis
team played Santa Clara last
week and returned with a 6-0 vic
tory, their second zip this sea
son. They met Stanford March 13
and USF March 15 with a 2-0-1,
win-loss-tie season record.
The Stanford match was
scheduled earlier, but cancelled
due to rain. Fine weather
prevailed for the Santa Clara
match, and singles players Jan
Mitchell, Page Wedlake and
Betsy Riemenschneider, as well
as the doubles teams, seem to be
fulfilling Coach Doris Meyer's
hopes for many victories.
Meanwhile, the men's team
gambled with the weather to play
SF State, whom they defeated.
The credit mainly goes to the
singles players, as the doubles
matches were rained out at the
end. Randy Widegren, Steve
Kessler, Doug Kirk and Clark
Emerson all turned in fine
performances to add another win
to the men's record this season.
They also played Santa Clara
and Sacramento State, losing to
both. The Sac State tournament
was not a league match, as they
are 3rd year champions of the
Far West division. The coach
considered this a good match for
toughening up the players. This
week the men's team played
Chico State, at Chico, and Fresno
State.
Next
week, their
opponents are Sonoma State, San
Jose State (at UOP), and SF Franz Vaiarello of UOP gets back to first base safely after a P'c
State (at UOP) at 2 p.m. and attempt by Humboldt State pitcher John Conover. Pacific l"sl
game, 2-1.
Saturday at 10 a.m.

FINISH-DEGREE
IN

BRADFORD/lontion.

Major in Urban Studies beginning in your Junior year.
Complete your bachelor's in oply one year including study
in London with trips to the Continent.
Apply now for June '73 - August '74 program.
Limited enrollment — Coeducational.
Write: Urban Studies Admission, Bradford College
Bradford, Mass. 01830 (near Boston)
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Crowd Welcomes Graham

calaveras calendar

By DAREN MCGAVREN
Rock N' Roll Series,
sented by the Communication
irtsand Sociology Departments
I -d funded by ASUOP's Forum
I National Priorities, began
tli a talk by Bill Graham in the
Raymond Common Room on

March 3.
After a short resume of the
^coming events to be presented
„ the Rock N'Roll Series, Larry
Seidman, instructor of a class in
and
roll,
introduced
Graham to the crowded room as
he nation's leading pop music
promoter.
Graham began by putting
microphone aside and
announcing that the Neil Young
concert scheduled for that
evening in Sacramento was
cancelled.
Rather than giving a speech,
as some had expected, Graham
immediately opened the floor to
questions,
cautioning,
"I'd
I rather not get into questions like
why does Chet Helms hate Bill
Graham.'" This drew laughter
and applause from the audience
which prevailed throughout the
afternoon.
Students asked question
after question
concerning
particular rock groups, business
deals, and' the relative power
Graham holds in the music
industry.
When the popular Fillmore
East and West were closed,
Graham had remarked that bad
Package deals of performing
bands were partially responsible
lor his decision. Asked to expand
"Pon the comment, Graham
rxplained what powerful agents
rould often force him to accept a
®nd deplorable to his taste as a
ttond act if he wanted a
articular big name group to
erform.
Answers to Puzzle
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them not play the Bay Area at
a".
he commented, "but then
some Joe Schmo down the street
will make seven or eight grand in
one night, so I have to take it."
When asked in what way his
power as a producer was best
realized, Graham replied, "We
have power to the extent that no
agent can tell me what bands to
have play."
One question was asked
concerning some of the more
outrageous demands
that
popular bands make prior to the
signing of contracts. Graham
began a story with, "Well. I don't
like to mention any names...but
it was the Rolling Stones...."

Bill Graham
As things now stand,
Graham says he sometimes has
to book bands he doesn't like
(Grand Funk was an example)
simply because he stands to lose
too much money otherwise. "I'd
rather say 'go away' and have

157 West Adams Behind BaskinRobbins on Pacific Avenue's Miracle Mile
-Comfortably Heated—
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It's still
the same
old story,
a fight for
love and
glory."
(Onceat
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ADVENT
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Special Student Auto Insurance
Many Students Have Saved
$50 To $250 per year!
ex. 20 year-old male student
3.0 GPA
Past

Twelve Months

Coverage: Liability $2,000 Medical U/M

rc COMPANY
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* $196 PER YEAR +
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Rehearsals
are
now
underway for the last production
of the year. Rolf Hochhuth's The
Deputy is being directed by
Drama Department Chairman
Sy Kahn.
The eighteen member cast
will open the play on April 27.

There are a couple of songs, John
Mayall
and
the
though, that come to life on the Bluesbreakers.
album. Blues Power and Bottle of
I think it is fair to say that
Red Wine are given a new accent Eric Clapton is capable of some
as Clapton gets the whole band of the tastiest guitar work in the
BE A PACIFIC PROMOTER 2
moving
together.
Bobby business. The Layla album was a > •
Whitlock's piano could have masterpiece with the late Duane 1
stood more volume when they re Allman enchancing Clapton's 1
wanted
to
mixed the album during Blues sound. The absense of Allman J Students
UOP
with
Power. For you blues freaks, may have been one of the reasons i promote
Have You Ever Loved A Woman for Clapton's mediocre delivery '• prospective students and
has Clapton shining as he plays on the live album;
Maybe the ,! encourage their enrollment
the pure unadulterated blues. It's forthcoming release of Eric 4 at UOP. Call Student
* Personnel at 946-2451 for
nice to know that he hasn't
Clapton Live At The Rainbow
information.
forgotten what he had learned Theatre In Londom will resolve
from his short association with this question.

Claim-Free

iA

r|LMS

Beginning, Intermediate and
Adbanced
dances
from
Yugoslavia. Bulgaria. Romania,
Greece, and more are offered in
Anderson Dining Hall. Sunday
nights 7:30 - 10 p.m. (Requests
and instruction are provided.)

The ladies of Delta Delta
Delta and the men of Alpha
Kappa Lambda invite you to a
Car Rally on March 17. All
Monday March 19
participants will meet at Burns
Gay Students MeeUng: Anderson Y Lobby
7 p.m.
Tower at 6:30 p.m.
There is an entry fee of $2 per
Tuesday March 20
Recital: Gabrioni Trio, Conservatory 8:15 car with prizes given to first,
p.n
second, third, and last. There will
ASUOP Night: Star-Spangled Girl, 2333 be a party following the rally.

By ROGER RUBY

Eric
Clapton
has
a
new album out entitled Derek
and the Dominos: In Concert. It
consists of live material from a
1971 Filrrtore East gig with the
majority of the music coming
from the Layla album. Any
similarity between these two
albums ends on this point. The
material lost its freshness on the
live album, which is definitely a
disappointment.
The remainder of the group
includes Jim Gordan on drums,
Carl Radle on bass, and Bobby
Whitlock on keyboards. Clapton,
of course, is in the spot light with
lead
vocals
and
guitar.
Unfortunately, his potentcy as a
live performer was lacking. His
guitar work had too many loose
ends, sometimes bordering on
sloppiness. Let It Rain and Tell
The Truth, both songs that were
on Layla, were dilluted by their
excessive length on the live
versions. Clapton's image as
flashy guitar player needed a
new paint job.

Thursday March 22
Recital:
Marcia
Williams-viola.
Conservatory 8:15 p.m.
ASl'OP Night Star Spangled Girl, rtyy
Pacific 8:30 p.m.

Sunday: March 18
Anderson Y Movie: McCabe and Mrs.
MUler, 6:30 A 9 p.m
Recital: Donald Dollarhide
piano.
Conservatory 8:15 p.m.
Berkeley
Bette Midler, Community
Theatre 8 p.m.

Erie Clapton's New Album
Lacks Professional Pizzazz

New phone No. DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S

HJKU

Graham had been informed
that he was to meet with the
Stones
road manager "to
discuss food preparations.''"You
mean you d ask me to provide
pheasant under glass,etc.?"
Graham had asked him.
"Well...yes," was the road
manager's reply. "You're gonna
get
hamburgers
and
coke'Graham had retorted.

Today:
Anderson V Movie: McCabe and Mrs.
MUler. 6:30 4 9 p.m.
Miracle Players: Bauerflies Are Free
2333 Pacific 1:30 p.m.
Winteriand Steve Miller Band & The
Doobte Bros. 1 p.m.
Tomorrow:
Anderson Y Movie. McCabe and Mrs.
MUler, 6:30 A 9 p.m
Special Event: Mobt TrobiEnviornmenial
System. Raymond Great Hall 12 noon till
midnight.
Miracle Players: Star-Spangled Girl, 2333
Pacific t: 30 p.m.
Winteriand: Steve Miller Band & The
Ooobie Bros g p.m.
Tri-Delta/AKL Car Rally. Burns Tower.
12/car. 6.30 p.m. Party after Rally.

CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
AFFILIATED WITH DUTCHER INSURANCE AGENCY
1035 W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
across from the Post O f f i c e . . .
Phone: (209) 478-2450

For More Information Check In ASUOP Office

For the music lover
who demonds the finest
OILED WALNUT. $123.00
UTILITY.:
105.00
SMALL
74.50

6110 Pacific Ave

477 0082

In Myfrnqo CrnH"

TV Star
Visits UOP
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By JOHN LYNCH
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By RICK INGRAHAM
Do you often find yourself in an identity crisis? Are you pitied
because you just can not quite get you head toget
.
considered psychologically healthy you have got to be mature, stab ,
consistent, with a coherent sense of identity. What you term a wed
rounded multifaceted personality others call two-lace.,
hypocritical, wishy-washy or even neurotic.
Hpcirahle
Theoretically, marriage means you have reached a desira
level of maturity, a necessary stability to be labeled heaUhy.
have finally got your head together. So why is the divorce rate in
California so high? Should it seem obvious that we are not achieving
and maintaining a strong, integrated sense of identity (so toraful y
prescribed by society) so necessary for a long term intimate
relationship (so cherished by our society) ?
Personality changes are natural, even necessary, to adapt to the
many different situations confronting us in society. Compare the
differences in your behavior when you talk to friends or strangers.
Adaptations depend on whether or not the strangers are friend y,
menacing, obnoxious or courteous. Your family, employer friends,
professors, classmates respond separately to you and you to them.
But can you really say which is the real you? You possess a
remarkable flexibility, molded by social circumstance. Central
tendencies of personality develop simply because a situation occurs
repeatedly and you learn a particular manner of behaving in these
situations. The idea of seeking one's identity ignores the complexity
of being.
,, „
If we do adopt a specific identity it means our environment has
become redundant. In seeking this sense of identity we become rigid
and non-adaptive. This causes undue stress when we encounter social
situations. This single identity is contrary to our flexible nature.
Marriages and interpersonal relationships fail because the
defined roles insist on consistency, stability, and rigidity. Each
spouse depends on the other to fulfill his essential needs.
Standardized behavior is a must, but constricts identity. You are
naturally flexible yet you can not tolerate inconsistencies. You feel
you can only base judgements on what is predictable - consistent.
If someone sneers and calls you two-faced, smile and accept it as
a compliment of your flexibility. Walt Whitman wrote: Do I
contradict myself? Very well then, I contradict myself .
rAWiMar////,
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LIQUOR - WINE
WINI - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer • Free Delivery

1

125 E. JAMESTOWN
JWN
STOCKTON, CALIF
,LIF.

PHONE 478-3275
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JUST TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU:

Breakfast
Sliced Peaches
Oatmeal
Apple Fritters
Sausage

Special. It in

We'll restore (he original

cludes* clean

brilliance

ing, oiling,

Tomato Soup
Hamburger Steak
Turkey Ala Kins
F.F. Shoestrings
Medley of Garden
Vegetables

|id

Lunch
Beef Barley
BBQ Pork/Bun
Green Beans
Cheese Strata
Poultry PI.

Dinner

Corned Beef
Baked Halibut w/
Butter Sa/Lenton

Brunch
Citrus Sections
Deep Fried French Toast
Straw, Cream
Bacon Strips
Scrambled Eggs

Dirner
Chix Rice Soup
Pot Rt. of Beef
Pars. Pot. Chunks
Medley of Peas
Cuts of Carrots

Monday, March 19
Breakfast:
Orange Halves
Roman Meal
Poached Eggs
Corned Beef Hash

Dhiegh claimed that I Ching
serves as a "psychological
catalyst that awakes in the
unconscious mind the ever-con
scious." He added that the many
aspects behind the Chinese phil
osophy of I Ching are not so for
eign to Western culture and that
such concepts are the basics be
hind acupuncture.
Dhiegh mentioned that he
had been received and treated
very kindly throughout the years
of touring and described UOP as
being one of
the most
"exceptional and fascinating
schools" he has visited.

Breakfast:
Strawberries
Cream of Wheat
Fried Eggs
Hash Browns

BRIDAL REGISTRY
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Dinner:
French Onion Soup
Veal Cutlets,
BBQ Shortribs
Polynesian Pot.
Fr. Cut Gr.
Deviled Eggs

Lunch:
Cabbage Soup
Submarines
West. Pork Creole
Succotash
Fish Plate

Dinner:
Lentil Soup, Salzburg
Marinated Pot
in Sweet & Sour
Poached Meatballs
in Lemon & Caper
Red Cabbage with
AoDles
Spinach from the
Rhinelal
Potato Dumplings
Celery Root Salad

Wednesday, March 21
Breakfast:
Pineapple Chunks
Oatmeal
Plain Buckwheat Pancakes
Bacon
Thursday, March 22

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Lunch:
Split Pea Soup
Enchiladas
Chix A La King
Buttered Rice
Lumberjack PI.

Tuesday, March 20

Breakfast:
Peach Slices
Wheathearts
Cheese or Plain Omelet

Dinner:
Rt. Pork w/Corn
Meatball Stew
Ind. Casserole w/Whip.
Pot. Ring
Carrots

Lunch:
Cr. of Tomato
Grilled Cheese
Chix Croquette
Carrots/Egg Sa.
Fruit Plage
Lunch:
Chix Rice Soup
BBQ Beef/Onion Roll
Macaroni/Cheese
Beets in Wine
Meat Plate

Dinner:
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
Barley/Mush. Soup
Liver and Onions
Pars. Brt. Chunks
Broccoli

Friday, March 23
Breakfast:
Purple Plums
Farina
French Toast
Ham Slice

FREE
DIAMOND CLEANING

Try our Tune-Up

Dinner

Lunch
Mulligatawny
Enchiladas
Ham Salad Sand.
Whole K. Corn
Fruit Plate

Saturday, March 17

Breakfast:
Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals

OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

WATCH REPAIR

Breakfast
Prunes
Cream of Rice
Scrambled Eggs
Crisp Bacon

Sunday, March 18

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

IF IT CAN BE FIXED, WE'LL FIX IT

Friday, March 16

Khigh Dhiegh, television and
motion picture actor, visited the
UOP campus March 6. Dhiegh is
currently on a nationwide
campus tour, delivering lectures
on a wide variety of subjects.
After visiting classes and
chatting with students Dhiegh
gave a lecture in Raymond
Great Hall Tuesday evening,
where he discussed the many
facets of acupuncture and I
Ching.

Lunch:
Clam Chowder
Cod, Au Gratin
Meatloaf/Mush. Sa.
Spinach Souffle
Fruit Plate
-

Dinner:
Baked Ham
Tiger's Paw
Steamed Brn. R'ce
Btr. Zucchini
Apple-Date Salad

of your

testing,

diamonds,

adjusting

******
***************
!
FOR THE BEST

/and check the

and electronic

mounting to

timing for

IN FOOD

make sure

only $4.25.
'Parts not included

- BEER

& PIZZA
With this coupon

everything is secure.

$1.00 OFF
On Any Large

ENGRAVING

JEWELRY REPAIR

Combination Pizza

We know our P's and

We can put a new

Q's. We can personalize

clasp on a

DINOS

rings, watches,

thousand

charms,

dollar necklace,

bracelets

or size a ring,

and most

all with the same

anything

tender loving repair.

else.

Closed Mon. ^ ^ ^
Tues.-Thurs. 11 A.M. -11 .
Fri. - Sat. 11 A.M. -1 P'
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(Next to Pantwo

/mumi

We've got the whole world
working for you.
478-1726
WEBERSTOWN MALL

VMeek

National Wildlife Federation
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Team Hits The Road
By JIM MCCARTNEY

Pacific's baseball team
Son one game last week
f,! two, faces Stanislaus
r°n a noon doubleheader
li* in Turlock.
Ct Tuesday the Tiger nine
/I in Moraga for a 2:30 game
£ Mary's College
Pacific is now 6-5 on the year.
Friday
UOP
lost
to
lldt State, 2-1. The winning
® in the too of the ninth as
i Weaver of Humboldt swung
first delivery of the game
jgg word and cracked a
i^e-run over the left-center
^pacific loaded the bases in
j. bottom of the ninth with one
"but Bill Ringer, who scored
je only run of the game for

Tigers Track
To Turlock
Pacific's track team, which
J not have a meet last week,
travels to Turlock tomorrow for a
p.m. meet with Stanislaus State.
The Jim Santomier-coached
spikers will be entered in all
events from the quarter mile to
4e two mile. Pacific still does
not have any sprinters.
Kevin Bennet and John
Hyjer, both football players,
have added their talents in the
field events. Bennet will be
tossing the discus, and Hyjer will
put the shot.

Pacific, grounded into a game
ending double play.
Saturday the Tigers split a
twin-bill with Hayward State,
losing l-o and winning 4-3.
Pitcher Pete Martinez of UOP
pitched an excellent game and
gave up only four hits but was
charged with the loss.
Bill Keim, now 2-0, went the
distance in the second game for
the win. Mike Walsh scored the
winning run on a double steal.
"All the pitchers have been
throwing very, very well." said
head coach Tom Stubbs, as he
noted the team ERA of 2.05.
"However, we're in a terrible
hitting slump. We got only six
hits in two games on Saturday.
"We've played nine one-run
games this year, and we're 4-5 in
those games. All our losses have
been by one-run."
Ron Zakoor, who suffered a
sprained ankle against Chico
State, played the entire second
game Saturday and apparently is
ready to play full-time again.
Chris Equinoa, who filled
in very capably for Zakoor at
shortstop, will stay in the line-up
at second base. Equinoa re
places Paul MacDonald, who had
been the starting second base
man.
Leading hitters among the
regulars are Franz Vaiarello,
.333; Zakoor, .300, and Walsh,
.294.

Golf Team
Drives On

Icemen Facing

Hoping for new life after a
line day rest, the UOP Golf team
Plays Hayward State today in
Jayward and returns home
Tuesday against Sacramento
State.

Revenge will be uppermost
in the minds of the UOP hockey
team when they take the ice at 8
p.m. Sunday against the
Stockton Blades at the Oak Park
Ice Arena. Admission is free.

in their most recent outing,
':e f'gers finished last in a field
® s'x teams at the Hayward
. V'tational where Stanford and
an Jose State tied for top
honors.
After today's match, the
sters spend the rest of the
dnaf1 at ^ome by hosting three
matches. In addition to
ame
St {, ,nto State next Tuesday,
(J ary's and Sonoma State will
the Dry Creek course,
lb Tigers will try to better
r dual match record of one
and three losses as well as
I Jen their play for the UOP
national scheduled for April 6

Blades Again

Three weeks ago the Blades
defeated UOP, 6-3. The UOP
skaters allowed too many
breakaways and did not
capitalize on several good
scoring chances.
For this game, UOP will
have virtually the same
personnel with one exception.
Jim Brown, who has one of t
hardest slapshots
on the teamsiapshotsont
playing right wmg°n
line. Brown missedthe last g
because of a knee inj .
Moving from right wing
defense will be Hud Bunce, wno
should help to strengthen the
back line
|
— i — , m•

®°urbon Street] r
Liquors
ji
flQUORS

Coach Morrison Optimistic
About 74 Basketball Season
University of the Pacific
concluded
a
somewhat
disappointing 1972-73 basketball
season two weeks -ago, but head
coach Stan Morrison is already
gazing ahead to the future.
"I saw some very bright,
encouraging things in our
season," says Morrison, whose
Tigers compiled a 14-12 record in
his rookie campaign at the UOP
helm. "We were really only out of
five games all year and I think we
could have won the other seven."
"Now, we've got to evaluate
our needs so that we can have a
better chance to win those seven
games next year," Morrison
continued. "I'm very optimistic
about our future here because we
have excellent talent returning."
Morrison's first UOP team
was a young one. Only four
seniors graduate and only one of
them - forward Jim McCargo was a full-time starter.
"Replacing McCargo will be a
tremendous problem." admits
Morrison. The 6-6, 235pound
senior averaged 18.6 points and
12.0 rebounds a game this season,
earning all-Northern California,
all-Coast, and all-PCAA honors
in the process.
Morrison will have one fulltime and three part-timestarters
returning next season. Guard
John Errecart will be the top
returnee after averaging 14.7
andhandingout bassists
season Tw0sophomores, 6-8
^
(g_g points and ? ?
rebounds per game) and 6-5
forward Gary Dean, started
^
tfae ?2 ?3 campaign as did
freshman guard Andy Oliveira.
«1 — • — • ™ , — ™1
I
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Bill Ringer slides home with UOP'sonly run in last Friday's 2-1 loss to Humboldt State. The Lumberjacks
scored the winning run on a solohomerun in the ninth inning.
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They will all be returning along
with center Mike Fink, guard
Warren LeGarie and forward
Mike Tarabanovic.
"The fact we played a
number of inexperienced varsity
players in a new system caused
us some difficulty this year."
says Morrison. "And a lack of
rebounding a real problem in
team quickness hurt us. Those
two areas influence every area of
our game."
"But," says Morrison, "It's
my hope that the addition of our
redshirts and
the
normal
development of the abilities of
our returning players will allow
us to simplify our system next
season. That way we won't have
to resort to the kind of
improvising we had to do this
year."
The redshirts Morrison is
referring to are guard Leonard

Armato, a 5-11 transfer from
USC; center Tim Halemeier, a 611 giant who sat out this season,
and forward Dave Nunes, a 6-6
sophomore who missed the 72-73
campaign with a knee injury.
The Tigers finished
a
disappointing fourth in their
second year as a member of the
PCAA. Long Beach State walked
with its fourth consecutive title
with a 10-2 league record,
followed by UCSB, San Diego
State, UOP, and San Jose State,
L.A. State, and Fresno State.
This season did offer some
solace, though. The 14-12 record
constituted
UOP's
tenth
consecutive winning season. The
Tigers have not been below the
.500 level since the 1962-63
season. It was, however, UOP's
poorest record since 1964-65 (1312).

r
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TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907 North El Dorado, Stockton, Calif. (209) 948-5190

i

Costly Rip-Offs Plague Library
UOP's library of 200,000
volumes has lost between eight
and ten thousand pieces of
literature since its last inventory
through
acts
of
theft,
vandalism, and simple careless
ness.
The damages incurred
figure eight per cent of the
library collection, costing the
school a grand total of $160,000.
Mr. James Riddles, head
librarian, stated that the library
budgets $5,000 annually for
replacements. The most tragic
aspect of library loss involves the
disappearance of out of print
books. Replacement costs are at
least three to four times the
former purchasing price.
Since the last complete
inventory six years ago, spot
checks are a yearly practice. The
installation of a turnstile as a
precautionary measure has
caused the book loss to drop
considerably. Even so, the rate of
recovery is miniscule when
compared to the amount of books
stolen.
The greatest volume of loss
occurs in periodicals rather than
books. Mrs. Ernestine Smutny,
director of the serial and
periodical sections, explained
that the student theft and
mutilation of magazines can pass

ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
No more club fees! 50 Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
Fares, too. Since 1959: ISTC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210,
(213) 275-8180
ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS
For free information on job
opportunities
in
Hawaii
afteb
graduation write to: Kamaain^
Career Opportunity Day, Box 9668,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820.

TERMPAPERS

By LESLIE A. KAPP
unnoticed easily.
Instead of
using the
available copy machines,
vandals take razor blades to
periodicals to remove selected
pages. The "Art Forum"
magazines have been abused the
greatest; a number of issues
have been horribly cut up and
five issues have been stolen since
September
u_~-

Breaking into and entering
the library has reportedly not
occurred within the last five
years. Every night at closing, the
janitors lock up. Nevertheless,
an average of three typewriters
are stolen a year.

For Sale: Fiat 850 (blue). New top,
clutch; reblt. engine. Asking $1350.
Contact Kehny Acholonu at 462-6648
or leave note at UO P Chem. Dept.
For Sale: Used guitar. Good for
beginners. $15. Also used skis, $50,
and size 6 boots, $15. Call 946-2595
before 9 a.m. or,after 10 p.m.
For Sale: Raleigh 10 speed 21" boy's
bike. Good cond. Call 477-8597.
For Sale: Fully chopped 650cc
Triumph with BSA frame. Lots of
Chrome. Engine reblt. with radical
cam. 14 inches extension with 1 inch
rack in the frame. 14 coats primer, 14
coats of gold, and 26 coats of candy
apple red. Asking $1800. Cal (Lodi)
368-7807.
For Sale:Webcor, 2 hour playing,
tape recorder; Westinghouse electric
oven; electric toaster; small, 3 shelf,
open front bookcase; small, enamel
metal top, kitchen table; Kodak
camera; binoculars. Charles Martin
3047 Allston Way, 463-3786.

SPANISH OR MATH
We stock
typewriters in Spanish, French,
Hebrew, Japanese, Math, and script,
at no extra charge. Rent to try before
you buy!
San Joaquin Business
Machines, 130 N. California, 465-5881

Wanted: A bagpipe player. Contact
Dean Sjedman, ext. 2415.

PERSONALS

SERVICES
Typing: Will do typing in my home.
Also, do poster work for churches,
schools, organization. Call 477-1760

FOR SALE

For Sale-1970 Honda CB100
motorcycle.
Great shape.
End
campus parking problems.
$245
477-7957.

Library thievery branched
out incredibly this year when the
complete, unabridged dic
tionary and a huge upholstered
armchair were both reported
stolen from the third floor on the
same night. The theft of students
pocket books and purses has also
been a continuing annoyance.
Student cooperation is urged
in the stoppage of library
vandalism. Library theft is not a
problem unique to the UOP
campus. But it is a fact and at the
present rate the only untouched
resource material may very well
be microfilm.

MECHA Dance

R*s«arch«d and professionally typgd.
All wrifers have a minimum BS. BA
Degree.
CALL COLLECT: 202-333-0201
ALSO AVAILABLE
OUR TERMPAPER CATALOG
(OVER 3.000 ON FILE)
We will not send the same paper to
the same school twice. ORDER NOWI
Send 91.00 to cover postage and hand
ling for your catalog.
TERMPAPER LIBRARY. INC.
3180 "O" Street. N.W.
Washington. D. C. 20007

For Sale: '65 VW Bug. Good
Condition. Call (Lodi) 369-8319.

March 16
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Expert Typing: Genevieve Macias
Dissertations - Theses
Term Papers, etc.
Hours: 6pm thru 10pm
Phone. 478-0354
VW Service on campus for less.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments and
brakes. Jeff Stagg 462-6785.

The Chicano student organi
zation of MECHA is sponsoring a
dance to raise funds for student
scholarships.
The dance will be held March
17 from 8 to 1 p.m. at the Rod'n
Gun Club with music by Los
Vampiros.

Tickets are being sold by
MECHA students , or may be
purchased at the door for $2
single or $3.50 couples.
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Don't Be Stuck Abroad:
Tj
0 n Travel-Study

Do not be misled by i
(CPS) The number of high
that
call themselves
school and college students
school,
traveling to Europe on special institutes, or nonprofitsummer travel/study programs doesn't mean anything. Thev
increases every year by the educational" institutions. ^
See that there is a selection
thousands.
Already the Institute of students, not just a teach
Foreign Study and the Foreign signing up 12 or so students sot
Study League enroll 1,000 or she can get a free trip.
Make sure the age group m
students. There are over 25
organizations
now
offering the interests of the students are
programs of one kind or the other the same.
Find out where students wjj
to study in Europe.
However, not all of these live overseas. Living "(t
programs are reliable. In the campus" may only mean thatthe
summer of 1970 World Academy, students will be herded together
a travel/study organization, filed in an otherwise empty dormi
bankruptcy and stranded three tory. If students are to live with;
hfst country family, see that it i:
thousand students in Europe. In
not a boardinghouse. Also checl
1971, 17 other travel/study
to
see how families wen
organizations quit because of
financial troubles. In 1972 two selected.
A good ratio is one teachei
organizations did not have the
funds to bring students home for 35 students.
from Africa and England.
How long are class sessions
Do not count field trips a
In order to be sure of the
classroom
hours. Student
organization and the quality of
the academics, we suggest the should be in class between 12an
15 hours a week for a goo
following:
academic program.
Make sure the sponsor is a
Is there an American offict
legitimate college, or a long
standing educational agency like The organization should have a
the Experiment in International office base in the U.S. which ca
Living, the American Field be legally responsible for th
Service or the Council on Student program.
Travel.

HOUSING
For Rent: Very nice 1 bdrm. duplex
in Stockton. Quiet surrounding
Responsible students write Georgia
Cornell 441 Spruce St. San Francisco
94118

HELP WANTED
Help Wanted: Advertising positions
available for Pacifican. Goodpayfor
responsible individuals with car or
bike.
Contact Alan Stewart at
Pacifican. 946-2114.
PART-TIME JOB: The College
Marketing Group, Inc. works with
over 130 publishers, marketing books
to college faculties throughout the
nation.
We
need
responsible
resourceful persons to conduct
marketing research surveys on local
campuses, and help with our
traveling book displays when they
are in your community. Position may
lead to management responsibilities
and summer jobs, and maybe even a
career.
Apply for this position, send resume
(including three faculty references)
to: John Graham, College Marketing
Group, 198 Ash St., Reading, Mass.
01867.
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer.

Help Wanted: If you are interested ih
earning from $100 to $1,000 and up in
your spare time call 478-7566.
MONEY! You can earn over $30,000
with
NO
sweat.
Crazy!9
Impossible? Illegal? It is not! Call
462-9346. Ask for Clark. If not there
leave a message and number to call

By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Spanish Painter
5 Close
9 Flower Part
11 Annoy
lk Supreme Happiness
15 Charms
17 Foreign
18 On the _
20 Biblical City
21 Window Part
22 Uncertainty
2k Zola Novel
25 Hydrochloric Acid
26 Fastened with Pin
28 Prefixi Thrice
29 Penncylvanian City
31 Having Most Weight
33 Chopped Down
35 Twirl
Traces
American Dramatist
kk
-de-France
ks Choral Composition
k7 Extinct Bird
kS Football Play
50 Fabricators
51 Quarrel
52 Troop Encampment
5k Baby Powder
55 Musical Piece
56 Penitence
58 Whole Number, e.g.
60 Lecture on Conduct
61 Piece of Thread
62 Bugle Call
63 Pronoun

8

DOWN
1. Small Mallet
2. Arabian Culf
3. Desire
k. Type of Computer
5. State of Disorder
6. Berle, for one
7. Wild Ox
8. Claw
9. Classy Mineral
10, Vibrato (pi.)
12. Calm
13. Rock Croup
lk. English Satirist
16. Intelligent
19. "Peanuts" Exclamation
22. Irish County
23. Kitchen Item (pi.)
26. Poisonous
27. Russian River
30. Tit for
32, Chemical Suffix
3k. Inhabitants
36. Venomous Snake
37. Makes Happy
38. Open
39. Knife Wound
kl. Challenge as False
k2. Rich
k3. Subsequently
kb. Painter
k9. Pastime
51. Water Vapor
53. Woman's Name
55. To be 1 Fr.
57. Soak
59. To the
Degree

